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On 4 May 2012, INFSO (CAB: Peter Power, DG: Andrea Glorioso) had a phone call with 
KTzG. The call was requested by the latter to give an update on recent 
conversations/contacts he had concerning the No Disconnect Strategy. 

during the CTzG had a long exchange with 
ľattended by Megan Richards from the DG). His impression was that 

ļ with the European Commission on the "Internet freedom / No 
Disconnect Strategy" dossier and is open to the idea of having the Commission in a 
coordinating role within the EUflMfelso saw an added value in KTzG providing support 
for coordinating with the US. COM should be contacted bviffiiliillion this matter. 

building extensive contacts to 
Apparently, until a few weeks ago he was not aware or unconvinced that 
Commission was as serious and as far ahead with the NDS as we are. The 

seems to be very willing to cooperate with the European 
Commission. KTzG welcomed the information ДИ1ИИЯДШИМДИЙл/еге willing to 
share with him on the details of the "Internet Freedom" initiative - most of the information 
is not suitable to be discussed on the phone/mail and KTzG is looking for suitable ways 
to transmit i t  to us confidential ly. Furthermore^KTzG asked for aJ Įstateofplay" 
document on the NDS he could share with theWÜÉíro conclude, the 
their willingness to organise a meeting in tor in the 
meantime, they strongly suggested to reach out to Д1!И!1ИШ|МшЬо is 
particularly interested in this issue. 

Again in pB—HCTzG had long exchanges with I 
the 

^ would be very keen to "cooperate with the 

policy and "Internet freedom"). 

m щщш1|^)уее5 from the "Pub'ic Р0,'СУ" departments of 

cooperate with the European Commission - at this point in time mostly by jointly 
hosting workshops, conferencers or similar. 

KTzG will travel to Silicon Valley on 22-24 May (dates yet to be confirmed) and will meet 
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with 
NDS framework. 

Jto explore possible venues of cooperation within the 

Best, 

Andrea Glorioso (Mr) 
European Commission - DG Information Society and Media 
Unit A3 (Internet; Network and Information Security) 
Avenue de Beaulieu 33 (2/84) / B-1049 / Brussels / Belgium 
T: +32-2-29-97682 M: +32-460-797-682 E: xxxxxx.xxxxxxxx@xx.xxxxxx.xx 
Twitter: @andreaglorioso 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/andrea.glorioso 
Linkedln: http://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=1749288&trk=tab_pro 

The views expressed above are purely those of the writer and may not in any 
circumstances be regarded as stating an official position of the European Commission. 
Les opinions exprimées ci-dessus n'engagent que leur auteur et ne sauraient en aucun 
cas être assimilées à une position officielle de la Commission européenne. 
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